Abstract-Square and triangular lattice two-dimensional (2-D) photonic crystals (PC's) composed of lossy dielectric rods in air were constructed with a microwave bandgap between 4-8 GHz. Fabry-Perot resonators of varying length were constructed from two of these PC's of adjustable thickness and reflectivity. The quality factor of cavity modes supported in the resonators was found to increase with increasing PC mirror thickness, but only to a point dictated by the lossiness of the dielectric rods. A 2-D periodic Green's function simulation was found to model the data accurately and quickly using physical parameters obtained in separate measurements. Simple rules are developed for designing optimal resonators in the presence of dielectric loss.
I. INTRODUCTION

S
INCE THEIR inception more than a decade ago [1] , photonic crystals (PC's) have shown great promise for use in microwave components (filters, waveguides, antenna ground planes) and optoelectronic devices (low threshold lasers, efficient LED's, reflective coatings). Many of these applications rely on the ability of "doped" PC's to form high-quality factor resonators, narrow-band filters, or low-loss waveguide to funnel radiation in a highly localized or predetermined manner [2] - [11] . Currently, many of these applications have not yet been realized because of the difficulty of fabricating the required near-perfect periodic arrays of alternating dielectrics and/or metals in a cost-effective and reproducible manner.
Assuming these fabrication difficulties will be overcome, what remains to be addressed are the limitations imposed by the intrinsic characteristics of the materials used to make these PC's. In particular, nonzero dielectric conductivity means that no matter how perfectly the PC is manufactured, the ultimate utility of many of these applications may be determined by how much of the radiation is absorbed by the constituent materials. Much of the literature to date concerns perfect nonconductive dielectrics or conducting metals. Our interest is in the construction of high low-loss PC resonators, composed of actual lossy dielectrics, for gas phase optically pumped far-infrared (OPFIR) lasers. The effect of dielectric loss in dielectric PC's has been addressed theoretically by a few groups [12] - [14] , but little in the way of experimental data is available.
In this paper, we present a comparative experimental and theoretical investigation of two-dimensional photonic crystals (2-DPC's) composed of lossy dielectric materials. We have directly observed the effect of dielectric loss on the of a Fabry-Perot (FP) resonator composed of two 2-DPC's of varying thickness and separation. These observations are accurately characterized by a new two-dimensional (2-D) periodic Green's function simulation, which reproduces the large variability in as a function of mode number, mode frequency, cavity length, mirror thickness, and dielectric loss, using only unadjusted physically meaningful parameters. A simpler though approximate one-dimensional (1-D) FP cavity model is used to develop design rules that maximize the cavity in the presence of dielectric loss.
II. EXPERIMENT
The experimental layout, depicted in Fig. 1 , consisted of the following elements. An HP 8350B Sweep Oscillator together with a -band microwave horn acted as a source of radiation over the range of 3-9 GHz. This radiation was first directed through an anechoic chamber lined with a microwave absorbing material of 1.2-m length and a rectangular cross section approximately that of the microwave horn (22 cm 16 cm). This arrangement served to ensure that the radiation incident upon the PC, placed immediately after the anechoic chamber, was both single moded and planar. The PC itself, described in more detail below, was placed upon a rotation-translation stage, which provided stability as well as flexibility in the positioning of the PC in the microwave path. Microwave absorbing material placed around the PC provided approximately 45 dB of isolation between the source and detector, except for the radiation pathway through the PC. Detection of the transmitted signal was accomplished by means of a second -band horn and one of two detection techniques: a relative intensity measurement using an HP 8410C Network Analyzer or an absolute measurement using a Wiltron Model 75KA50 crystal detector. The absolute measurement technique was used for most of the measurements reported here.
2-DPC's of dielectric rods in air were constructed in both square lattice and triangular lattice geometries. In both cases, using the PC design rules of Joanoppoulos et al. [15] as a guide, the lattice constant was chosen to give a bandgap between 4-8 GHz in the TM mode (electric-field polarization parallel to the dielectric rods), measured in the direction for the square 2-DPC ( cm), and in the direction for the triangular 2-DPC ( cm) [11] . The dielectric cylindrical rods, of radius cm and length cm, were made of Emerson-Cuming HiK-12 Stycast with a rated dielectric constant and loss tangent of and , respectively, where . After initially inconsistent results were encountered, the rods were characterized by the manufacturer, and it was found that about half the rods had and the other half . All of the PC's in this study, consequently, consist of a random mix of rods of these two dielectric constants. Independent measurements of the loss tangent of HiK Stycast at Bell Laboratories, Holmdel, NJ [16] suggested . (The equivalent absorption coefficient at 6 GHz for is cm , and for is cm .) The 2-DPC's were constructed by boring holes of 0.635-cm diameter ( 0.025 cm) through two 0.32-cm-thick aluminum plates, which were adjustably separated by approximately 10 cm by screws at the four corners of the plates. Dielectric rods were inserted through corresponding holes in the top and bottom plates and were supported by a third solid-aluminum plate fastened beneath the bottom plate, as shown in Fig. 2(a) . Each plate contained enough holes to support, at most, a 13 15 rod PC, making it simple to construct a variety of PC structures, including full 2-DPC's and PC's with any desired defect (point, FP, waveguide, etc.).
The experiments described in this paper focus on the study of FP cavity modes within the photonic bandgap. Adopting a notation similar to that of Lin et al. [4] , [8] , our --FP cavities consisted of two -row-thick 2-DPC's, which act as partially reflecting mirrors surrounding an air gap -rows thick [see from 1 to 6, although not all combinations of and were possible due to the limiting size of the aluminum plates.
Our FP cavities were typically 30 cm in transverse dimension, while the wavelength range of the experiment was 3-10 cm. Not surprisingly, scattering of radiation out of the sides of the 2-DPC FP cavity and mirrors was a significant source of loss. To compensate for this, reflective aluminum plates were placed on both sides of the PC to make it "semiinfinite" in lateral extent. With the side plates in place, an enhancement in of typically a factor of 3 to 5 was observed relative to the for the cavity without side plates. The enhancement proved to be fairly insensitive to the precise placement of the side plates, which were positioned approximately a distance from the outermost columns of rods. Adding two or three rows of PC rods at the edges of the cavity in place of these metal plates produced a similar enhancement but, because of dielectric loss in these rods, we found that the metal plates gave a cleaner result and slightly higher 's. While the defect mode frequencies were measured with a reproducibility 1%, the sensitivity of the defect mode line shape to spurious reflections and variations in baseline limited the reproducibility of our measurements to about 10%.
First, the frequency-dependent transmissivity of full 2-D square and triangular lattice PC's was measured as a func- tion of PC thickness. Fig. 3 summarizes the results of this measurement, revealing the expected increase in attenuation for increasingly thick PC's. Until the PC is six rows thick, the attenuation per lattice plane is approximately 5.6 dB for both of the lattice geometries employed. This is to be expected by analogy with multilayer coatings in which the transmissivity of a lossless layer quarter wave stack of index contrast is dB
for . The transmissivity decreases with increasing as dB per lattice plane. For our case of , this gives dB/ , which is in excellent agreement with our measurements in Fig. 3 . If the dielectric absorption is small, the effective mirror reflectivity is approximately (2) Of course, the dielectric rods are not lossless, and it is not possible to discriminate between the relative effects of attenuation and absorption in this simple transmission measurement. However, the assumption of low loss in (2) will be justified next as we demonstrate that it is possible to measure the amount of dielectric absorption when a defect is introduced.
III. MODE FREQUENCIES
To investigate mode confinement in PC's with defects, we constructed FP cavities from 2-DPC's as outlined above. Fig. 4 shows typical cavity modes in the bandgap of a square lattice 2-DPC FP. From a simple Lorentzian fit to the mode line shape, one can extract the center frequency , the full width at half maximum linewidth , and the quality factor . Fig. 5 shows the expected decrease in center frequency with increasing FP cavity length for each mode in both square and triangular 2-DPC FP's. As increases, more and more modes appear in the bandgap, while as increases, the measured mode frequencies shift slightly toward the center of the bandgap.
In order to understand this behavior, we first developed a simple 1-D model of an effective FP cavity in which that the cavity mode penetrates into the PC midway between the first and second interior lattice planes. Furthermore, the 1-D model required that the mode number for the smallest FP cavity was . As can be seen by the dashed lines in Fig. 5 , this 1-D model approximates the data well.
For a more accurate description, we have developed a comprehensive 2-D simulation of 2-DPC's and 2-DPC FP's using a periodic Green's function formalism. This simulation is described in detail elsewhere [17] and will only be summarized here. Maxwell's equations are reformulated as a set of two coupled integral equations on the dielectric interfaces where the unknowns are the scattered field and its normal derivative and the forcing term is calculated from the incident wave. The first equation is derived by taking the interior limit of a Green's second identity with free-space radiating Green's function. For the second equation, a similar limit is taken in the exterior where the Green's function incorporates the periodicity of the 2-DPC. An Ewald representation is used to write the periodic Green's function in a form that is rapidly decaying so that the numerical solution of the system of integral equations can be performed efficiently. All Green's functions are decomposed into singular and regular parts to facilitate accurate numerical integration using low-order Gaussian quadrature formulas. A boundary-element method is used to discretize the system of integral equations and a linear algebraic system is obtained with a densely populated matrix that is inverted using a direct method. The computational mesh consisted of threenode quadratic boundary elements which were placed along a single row of dielectric interfaces in the direction of finite extent of the 2-DPC. We found that accurate simulations of the 2-DPC FP experiment could be achieved with as few as ten boundary elements per dielectric interface and eight quadrature points per element. The solution of the linear algebraic system provides the values of the scattered field and its normal derivative along the dielectric interfaces. Once these interface unknowns have been determined, a Green's second identity is used to calculate the far-field transmission through the 2-DPC. All computations were performed in C on a 233-MHz PowerPC G3 processor. For the 2-DPC's considered in this study, the maximum time required to compute the transmission for a single value of the frequency was 2 min.
Application of this 2-D simulation to our square lattice 2-DPC FP cavities resulted in very good agreement between the predicted mode frequencies as a function of cavity length and the measured values, as shown by the solid lines in Fig. 5(a) for the particular case of . Several important comments regarding the simulation should be noted. First, the simulation assumes both that the 2-DPC is infinitely wide and that the dielectric rods are infinite in length, while our actual PC's are limited, though "semiinfinite," in both dimensions. Second, we initially modeled the variability in between 11 and 13 in the dielectric rods, but the results were very similar to those obtained from the simulation using an average value of . This average value of was used for all calculations reported here. Third, the simulation reveals that the "missing" mode should appear in the bandgap at values of , but we were unable to confirm this with our apparatus. Finally, extension of the 2-D periodic Green's function simulation to a triangular lattice geometry has not yet been completed, but as it requires only a change in the periodicity of the 2-DPC and the corresponding computational mesh, it does not introduce any theoretical or computational difficulties.
IV. MODE QUALITY FACTORS
FP cavities offer a means, through the modal quality factor , to investigate the relative effects of loss through PC mirrors (partial transmissivity) and loss in the PC mirrors (absorption). If we once again approximate the 2-DPC FP cavity by partially reflecting nonabsorbing planar mirrors separated by a distance , then
where and are the reflectivities of the two effective mirrors [18] . For any given cavity mode number , it follows that (3b) and (3c)
The cavity finesse , which is independent of cavity length and mode number, is given by . From the three equations above, we are reminded that is independent of and for a given mode , while it increases linearly with and from one mode to the next. Of course, the assumption of partially reflecting mirrors is insufficient to describe real 2-DPC FP's, but we may nevertheless use these equations to explore how 2-DPC's are similar to and different from conventional FP cavities.
Let us begin with (3a), which suggests that increases as the thickness , and the reflectivity , of the 2-DPC mirrors increase. This effect has been reported previously, both in experimental [8] , [9] and theoretical [13] , [14] investigations, and all of our data exhibited this behavior as well. However, after this initial increase with , the asymptotically approaches a maximum value , as demonstrated in Fig. 6(a) for the case of an -3-FP cavity. Assuming lossless dielectric materials for the moment, (3b) gives a simple relation for as a function of mode number , where the reflectivity for a 2-DPC mirror is estimated by (2) . For small , this relation estimates the maximum of each mode to within a factor of two in both geometries.
However, it is clear from the data that, for , the assumption of lossless materials breaks down. In addition, measurements of the mode line shapes reveal a sharp decrease in peak transmission with increasing [see Fig. 6(b) ]. Taken together, these behaviors point to a more universal property of the FP cavity: absorption by the dielectric material. To test this deduction, we adapted the 2-D periodic Green's function simulation to model the effects of dielectric absorption by transforming the wave vector and permittivity to complex numbers. The curves overlaying the data in Fig. 6 are the prediction of this simulation with no adjustable parameters using the complex permittivities reported for Hi-K Stycast above. Similar agreement between the experimental results and the 2-D simulation were found for every case that we checked, including the most complex case of -5-2-DPC FP cavities with three modes in the bandgap. Clearly, both the rollover of and the decrease in transmission are a consequence of dielectric absorption.
The value of varied significantly from mode to mode for different values of and even between the different modes in a given cavity (Fig. 7) . This is because the measured of each 2-DPC FP mode is clearly frequency-dependent [see Fig. 8(a) ], in contrast with the prediction of (3b). For each mode, the 2-D simulation shows that peaks at the same frequency , just above the center frequency of the bandgap, and falls off rapidly near the band edges. In this respect, 2-DPC FP's behave more like multilayer dielectric stack FP cavities, such as in vertical cavity surface emitting lasers, where it is well known that the degree of modal confinement varies with frequency across the bandgap due to the distributed nature of the reflection. Maximum reflectivity occurs at the center of the bandgap where the mirrors act as quarter wave stacks, but the of a 1-D FP cavity increases with increasing frequency. The two effects conspire to shift the frequency of peak above the center of the bandgap and destroy the linear dependence of upon frequency. For a given mode frequency, however, the linear scaling of with and appears to hold for 2-DPC FP's as in 1-D FP's. When comparing the 's of different modes at [e.g., Fig. 8(b) ], it is easy to see the linear increase in with cavity length. Since the curves in Fig. 8(b) are selfsimilar, the 2-D simulation shows that increases linearly with as for any fixed mode frequency, just as predicted by (3c). Indeed, the highest quality factor we measured occurred in the FP cavity with largest mode number . values as high as 2. 3 10 have been reported in millimeter-wave 2-DPC FP cavities composed of alumina rods in a square lattice geometry [8] . Although alumina has a lower real permittivity , Lin et al. were able to achieve this higher because they operated at a higher frequency ( GHz) and their material had a lower loss tangent ( ), permitting them to use thicker 2-DPC mirrors. Evidence for a rollover in caused by dielectric absorption appears by , and Ueta et al. have demonstrated that this probably corresponds to [14] . Clearly, for high applications, it is desirable to use materials with small , but the Kramers-Kroenig relation between and may then require a lower . This, in turn, will require more lattice planes to achieve the same reflectivity and will narrow the frequency width of the bandgap for a given mirror geometry. While it has been predicted that three-dimensional (3-D) mode confinement in a three-dimensional photonic crystal (3-DPC) may provide values as high as 10 , to date, the highest reported for a point defect in a dielectric millimeter-wave 3-DPC is only 2000 [6] .
V. DESIGN RULES AND SUMMARY
Assembling the experimental findings, the results of the 1-D model, and the predictions of the 2-D simulation, one obtains a new set of simple design rules that allow the frequencies and 's of both square-and triangular-lattice 2-DPC FP cavity modes to be predicted. First, the frequencies of a given mode decrease with increasing cavity length as , where the effective cavity length is one lattice plane longer than the physical length and the lowest mode number is . Second, the cavity modes with highest 's are those whose center frequencies are at , just above the center of the bandgap of the 2-DPC's. Third, the cavity at any fixed mode frequency increases with increasing mode number, as in (3c). Fourth, the reflectivity of the 2-DPC mirrors is increased by increasing the index contrast of the constituent materials and the number of layers of the 2-DPC (2). Finally, the resultant increase in the peak of an FP mode with and is approximated to within a factor of two using (3b) for 2-DPC mirrors composed of lossless dielectrics. In a lossy dielectric, however, a point is eventually reached where adding more layers to the PC fails to increase the beyond some maximum value . The optimal 2-DPC thickness is the minimum thickness required to achieve . We have found that (4) where depends only on the transmission properties of a single row. In our case, and its dependence on and geometry is weak. A rigorous asymptotic derivation of (4) will be reported elsewhere and assumes that decaying modes scattered by the dielectric rods do not participate in the propagation of energy through the system. If dielectric loss is a concern, it is better to obtain high by operating on a high mode number than by surrounding a cavity with a large PC.
Maximal values may thus be obtained by operating just above the center of the bandgap, by choosing the optimal thickness 2-DPC mirror, and by employing the longest possible cavity. In practice, the minimal desired free spectral range will place an upper bound on the cavity length, thus constraining the maximum obtainable. These rules were found to be accurate for radiation incident on the direction of a square lattice 2-DPC and the direction of a triangular lattice 2-DPC, and it is expected that other dielectric rod-in-air geometries and orientations will show a similar behavior.
